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Abstract
Thanks to two stronger versions of predicate circumscription (one of the best known
non-monotonic reasoning methods), we give a
definitive answer to two old open problems.
The first one is the problem of expressing domain circumscription in terms of predicate circumscription. The second one is the problem
of definability of the circumscribed predicates,
asked by Doyle in 1985, and never answered
since. These two results, and the way used to
obtain them, could help an "automatic circumscriptor".

1

Introduction

Firstly, McCarthy defined domain circumscription which
reduces the set of individuals ($2). Later, he defined
predicate circumscription, which reduces the extensions
of some relations (§3). McCarthy has stated [l980| that
domain circumscription is a particular case of predicate
circumscription. [Etherington and Mercer, 1987] reaffirmed the importance of domain circumscription and
contested McCarthy's statement. We show (58) why this
contestation is not fully justified and we provide two improvements of McCarthy's translation. To obtain our
results, we define (§4) a variant of the strong pointwise
circumscription of [Lifschitz, 1988a]. Cases of equivalence with standard circumscrition (§5) allow us to answer the central question in [Doyle, 1985]: when does
circumscription define the predicates (§6)? A stronger
circumscription, "definabilization" (§7), simplifies the
expression, and hopefully the computation, of domain
circumscription. We make precise the expression of domain circumscription in terms of predicate circumscription. Throughout the text we provide the semantics for
each kind of "circumscription" defined, thus all of them,
including the first order versions, may be considered as
preferential entailment notions.

2

D o m a i n circumscription

In many situations only the objects named are supposed
to exist. Domain circumscription ([McCarthy, 1980],
amended by [Morreau, 1985, Etherington and Mercer,
1987]) formalizes this idea. A theory T is a set of formulas in a first order language C, $ or *[xo), is a formula
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9

Conclusion

We h ave precised the definitions, semantics, and possible uses, of two kinds of "super circumscriptions". We
have given new cases where the circumscription schema
may be simplified, a result which is of theoretical and
practical importance, as it could be of some help in the
process of automatization of circumscription. These results have solved an old question: when does circumscription uniquely define the circumscribed predicates?
Our answer is complete for well founded theories. At
last, we have precised and justified the passage from domain circumscription to predicate circumscription. We
have shown that this passage is safe: it cannot bring inconsistancy. Also we have given two new methods. The
first one enhances the role of predicate circumscription,
which is useful if we want to use an automatic predicate
circumscriptor for domain circumscription. The second
one greatly simplifies the schemas involved.
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